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After graduation, I went on to serve various organisations including the Tamil Nadu State Youth Development Corporation and the Noori Brothers in Chennai, which is also where I met Achutharaman, Satgurunathan said. He soon became a close friend and guide in my musical
journey. I owe him a great debt for helping me polish my singing voice. Even now, I meet him from time to time and wish to perform as much as I can for him. On the other hand, it is always a great honour when I get to sing with him on stage. Although Satgurunathan is a part of

Chennai, he speaks with a deep longing for the family and people that he left behind. So, after more than 20 years, I met him and his wife in 2000 at a temple festival in Bangalore. It was the happiest day of my life. The Tamil culture is very diverse and every state has its own
traditions. Tamil Nadu still has a lot of older houses, he noted. The house in Kolar had been his home for almost 30 years. I am delighted to be in touch with him again and have a chance to tell him about the latest developments in my life and career. We are planning to make

contact in future and would like to go to Madurai to meet him and perform with him, Satgurunathan always hopes that one day he will be able to take his family back to India after 30 years of exile. When I was growing up, my mother used to speak about how her husband was not
there for the children, he said. She raised us up with such love. We were a happy family. HR teams have little time to spend managing the lines of communication and performance reviews with their people. They are overloaded with the day-to-day challenges of operational

management and are forced to address lower priority issues. This puts them at a disadvantage to well-balanced, fully-functioning teams that are providing more formal HR services and have the time to focus on more strategic relationships and behaviors. A recent survey of HR
managers found that while the majority of them have great intent to provide employees with an engaging and supportive experience, most feel overwhelmed and unable to deliver on this promise.
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On the other hand, it’s important to note that chatbots are not here to replace your team’s
dedicated customer service representatives. Chatbots can be used as a useful tool to assist

customers with any queries or issues they have. A chatbot can facilitate a seamless
customer journey for customers, reducing costs and improving the customer experience.
Chatbots can be used to handle any repetitive task that would normally be performed by

your existing front line staff. For example, a restaurant can use a chatbot to collect
customer data and generate reports, through bots. It can also help with the day to day

tasks like taking orders. In the case of Airbnb, chatbots can help them to decide whether to
accept or deny a booking request, without any human involvement. You may have seen the

first chatbots on your mobile phone. Google has popularized Chatbot technology with its
mobile app google assistant. Google assistant is in fact a chatbot which answers our

questions using NLP and Artificial Intelligence. Many people mistake Google assistant for a
real person. Downloading the Thevaram album is a venture by the Isha Samskriti

Community, India’s first ever professional school for learning (and practicing!) Sanskrit.
Thevaram Album also features 108 songs taken from different Tamil or Sanskrit texts that

are a combination of old, classical and contemporary. Singing a Thevaram with meaning is a
blessing in the hands of a musician, but singing it with a true understanding is rare,
especially if it is not sung with the right meaning. In this album, the Isha Samskriti

Community hopes to infuse the basic understanding of the meaning of this collection of
songs to the global community and to encourage all of us to think, learn and practise
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